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0 - Kenji's day off

Kenji: ahh, im so tired...to my friends and fans, im taking a break offa this story ok? lol my hand gets
tired easily, maybe because i type fast?? lol soo, yea, im taking a break, and thank you loyal friends and
fans ^^



1 - the beginning

Note: Kenji is my OC character and is kais sister get it? got it? good!!!

here we go:

Ray: wakey wakey Kai...its time to go traaaaaaaaaaain...

Kai: ZzZzZz -Z poppes- huh?? Ray?? WHY ARE YOU IN MY ROOM!?!!?!?!?!?!!?!?!?! >.< OUT!!'

Ray: -grabs kai's clock and shoves it into kais chest- look!!

Kai: -drowsingly looks at the clock- its only....4:30 am... so what?...?

Ray:...! you forgot!?! i cant believe you!! WE ARE SUPPOSED TO BE GOING BACK TO RUSSIA FOR
THE LAST MATCH!...

Kai: soo?

Ray:....-_- nevermind then......-walks outa room-  idiot

Kai: -falls back asleep- -eyes fly open- WAIT!!! hold on im up!!

Tyson: bout time.... what took you!?

Kai: shut up...lets go..

Kenji:  ....? slept in again??

Kai: -death glare-

Kenji: -cowaring behind backpack- crabby!!

Kai: what was that??!!?!?!?!?!

Ray: O.o

Max: o.O

Tyson: ( to busy stuffing his face to know whats going on)

Kai: -looks outside- idiots....-looks back at his sister who is still cowaring and glares more-

Kenji: -moves to the other side of ray- ....heehee



Kai: ***thinks*** idiots, and why again, did i team back up with these stupid kids, they are a couple yrs
younger than me.....GRRR ***stops***

to be continued



2 - number two

~~~recap~~~

Kai: -looks outside- idiots....-looks back at his sister who is still cowaring and glares more-

Kenji: -moves to the other side of ray- ....heehee

Kai: ***thinks*** idiots, and why again, did i team back up with these stupid kids, they are a couple yrs
younger than me.....GRRR ***stops***

~we are bak~

its gets very quiet

-Kai's phone rings-

Max: -jumps-

Tyson: -squeels-

Kai:-answers his phone-

Kai: hello?

Voice: hello Mr. Kai?

Kai: who is this?

Voice: aww...i cant believe youd forget your own old trainers voice

Kai:BORIS??!!??!

Ray: -small gasp-

Boris: we were just wondering, are you all still at the house?

Kai: why do you want to know

Boris: im guessing you are, since its so..........quiet.

Ray: hang up, and lets get moving.

Kai: -hangs up-



~~~~~~~~~~~~~they all get on the bus~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Kai: what a weirdo, who the heck did he know my cell number?

Ray: dunno, some fan girl called me a few days ago, XD i never tell anyone mine unless i have to

Kenji: hmmm

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

sry but, to be continued

 

 



3 - to the challenge

~~~recap~~~

Kai: what a weirdo, who the heck did he know my cell number?

Ray: dunno, some fan girl called me a few days ago, XD i never tell anyone mine unless i have to

Kenji: hmmm

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

we are back ^^

Kai: well thats helps out a lot ray

Ray: was that sarcasim?

Kai: -glares-

Ray: O.o never mind then....(thinks: grumpy)

Kenji: do you think he might have followed you when you called up Tala??

Kai: how COULD he? hes all the way in russia

Kenji: it was just a sugestion, brother

Kai: -glares at Rays cat when it looked at him-

Ray: what did my cat ever do to you? stop glaring would you?

Kenji: (thinks: man, hes even grumpier today then ever... i wonder how and why Boris called him)

~millions of fan girls and boy croud around the bus when they arive~

Max: can we sign auto graphs PLEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAASSSSSSSSSSSEEEEEEEEEE??

Kai: no...

Kenji: yes we can



Kai: noooo weeeeee cant

Kenji: -slaps kai in the back of the head- we have time, let him

Kai: FINE!!! you can. im not.

Kai Fans: awwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww -go puppied eyed-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

sry, my cats laying on my lap and my arms getting tired, and my feet are asleep XD

TO BE CONTINUED (sry tho)



4 - phone call

~recap~

Kenji: -slaps kai in the back of the head- we have time, let him

Kai: FINE!!! you can. im not.

Kai Fans: awwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww -go puppied eyed-

we are back~~~

Kai: -growls lowly- fine >.< *goes up to a girl and signs her book then another girl, whos holding up her
Kai Plushie* whats your name

Girl: Alex w. ^^ (yes you)

Kai: *sighs* ok...and you??

Other girl: Mes Kayla ^^

Ray: aww, kai only signed two girls, kai..

Kenji:-just getting out of a mob of fan boys- c'mon kai, get into the spitrit

KAi: -walks away-

Kenji: ......?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~inside the hotel~~

Tyson: -stuffing his face- you should try the pocky!! its the best ive ever had!!

Max: thats MY pocky!!! thats how come its soo good ^^

Rays  Cat: mew?? -puuurrrrrr--falls asleep-

Tyson: a nap sure does sound good!

~phone rings~

Ray: -answers it- um.. hello?

Voice: is Kai there?



Ray:-notices who it is- umm, no he isnt...?

Voice: ok, can ya tell him to call back on this number?o and that his challenger is ready??\

Ray: sure! (thinks: as if...boris) i'll be sure to

Voice: ok bye

Ray: bye

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

to be continued

 



5 - new friends

~recap~~

Ray: sure! (thinks: as if...boris) i'll be sure to

Voice: ok bye

Ray: bye

~~~~~~~~~we are back~~~~~~~~~~

Ray: (thinks: seesh, leave us alone boris, your making life even more misereable)

Max: who was it?

Ray: umm... uhh... (thinks: i cant lie twice >.< this might be hard)..um, o it was the wrong number ^^`

RAys cat: MEOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOW

Ray: shh, be quiet please...

Tyson:.....ok ^^ we'll go with that!

Rays cat: mew??

~~knock at the door~~

Kayla: heehee

ray answered the door~

Ray: hi kayla

Kala: heeheee hi!!

~ she brough a few of her friends~

Julie, Johana, and Savannah: HIIII RAY!

Ray: hi girls, so what ae you 4 doing here?

Kayla: we were gonna ask kai a biiiig question, buti see hes not here?



Ray: nope, hes not here, sorry girls.. what were you going to ask him?

Johana: if wecould join up...

Kayla: -grabbed Johana's mouth- hehee o its nothing inmportant hehhee

Johana: mmmHmmhmMMmhhmm...mrrrrrrr

Julie: can ya tell kai that Kayla and her gang dropped by please?

Ray:..? ok..i'll be sure to.

Kayla: YAY!! ok, umm, bye!

Ray:?? bye



6 - more new friends

~ recap~

Ray:..? ok..i'll be sure to.

Kayla: YAY!! ok, umm, bye!

Ray:?? bye

~~~~back~~~~

~another knock at the door~

Ray: Max can you get that one, im feeding my cat

Max: yup!

~max answers door~

Max: o, haha hey ray, come to the door

Ray:umm.. ok?

~ray comes to the door and gets tackeld by a girl~

Cookie: hahaha HI RAY!!

Ray: whoa hi cookie hahaha

Cookie: long time no see huh?

Ray: lol yup

Max: hahaha it wouldve been funny if you actually answered it ray

Tyson: o, hi litle miss emo! how are you?

Cookie: lol im ok! i was wondering, i just got kicked off my last team, because i was too good of a blader
hehehe, so...can i join up with you guys?

~ kai comes thru the kitchen~



Cookie: hey kai? can i join up with you guys?

Kai: ~stumbled back from seeing a familiar face~umm... sure?

Cookie: YAY!! ~ grabs onto rays neck and squeezes~ yayayayayyayayayayayyaay!

Ray: uhhm ouch, cant....breathe.....ahh

Cookie: oops

Tyson: emo girly is joining up?

KAi: cookie used to be apart of our team, remember? and sicne Kenji joined up they will have to change
challenges...speaking of kenji, where is she?

Ray: i saw her run off when the phone rang...

Cookie: so that means we have to switch each battle? ok ^^

Ray:???

Kai: -sighs-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~\

to be continued



7 - he called it off??!!

~recap~

Cookie: so that means we have to switch each battle? ok ^^

Ray:???

Kai: -sighs-

~we are back~

Kai:i better go find kenji

Ray: shes...owch...shes ok ahh

Cookie: i cant believe im gonna be part of the bladebreakers!! -squeezes rays chest harder-

Max: poor ray hahah

Tyson: so emo...where have you been?

Cookie: oh ive been with my other team mates, they just passed by a few minutes ago

Ray: -his face is turning a bit red- o thats...cool ^////^

Cookie: -lets go of ray so he can breathe- -after he takes a breathe she hugs him again- im soooo happy

Ray: -sighs- welcome back to the team

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Kenji: i should give them a time off... i think ive been a bit to annoying.... -hears some one behind her- ?

Man: hello...kenji

Kenji: -jumps- BORIS?? AND TALA!??

Tala: dont act to suprised.

Boris: sinc the boys are away i guess i can talk to you now right

Kenji: what do you want to talk about? -she starts to growl  a bit-



Boris: i decided to call off the challenge with the boys, but im not going to let you get a break

Tala: so hes going to let me battle just you instead

Kenji: fine i accept

Boris: good and even if you didnt accept then we will force you

Tala: im choosing the location, you may choose the time if you wish

Kenji: how about noon

Tala: ok, a week from here at noon. am i correct?

Kenji: just fine, but why did boris have to come with you?

Tala: just incase you decided to run

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~back with the bladebreakers

Tyson: im hungry when will Kenji come back so she can cook??

Kai:-started to mock ray- i said i would go find her but ray said shes fine

Cookie: hey your forgeting im a girl,and a cook ^^ i can make something!

Kai: ok, i'll go look for kenji

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

to be continued



8 - Tala's secret

~recap~

Kai:-started to mock ray- i said i would go find her but ray said shes fine

Cookie: hey your forgeting im a girl,and a cook ^^ i can make something!

Kai: ok, i'll go look for kenji

~~we are back~~

Kai: -walks outside and starts walking around the park- (thinks: why did she run off when ray answered
the phone?)-finds her with a red haird boy and a purple haird man-- hides behind a nearby  tree and
watches-

Kenji: fine, but whats the catch?

Tala: the catch is to see if your strong enough

Kenji: strong enough for what? -she kinda sounded like a girl version of kai when she said that-

Tala: we want you to join up with us, this time, you'll be strong in blading, but not in will power like your
brother.

Kai: -glances at tala- (thinks: he looks...different... and sounds different)

Kenji: and what if i lose?

Tala: we will let you go, but, we'll be forced to brake the bladebreakers up

Boris: i see you can handle it on ur own -walks away-

Tala:-grabs onto kenjis arm and whispers in her ear- dont worry im going to try to make it a tie, by then
boris will have no choice but to let both of us go, and keep our teams in place

Kenji: what?? whats this about?

Tala: i still dont know... im trying to find out, i already talked ot kai a bit earlier this week, before you all
left

Kenji: why does he want to take the teams apart?

Tala: so there would be no strong teams to take down his company to rule the earth.- feels his phone



vibrat on his leg- hold on -lets her go-

Tala: um, hello?

Voice: its time to come back tala

Tala: -straightens up in milatary formation- yes sir!-hangs up- -turns around and glancs back to se kai
rushing to kenji- -then runs off-

Kai: Kenji! what were they doing?

Kenji: um.. nothing, its nothing to worry about, o um, im going out next saturday, at noon.

Kai: -feels kenji tremble a bit- you sure its nothing?

Kenji: -nods-

Kai: ok, im taking your word for it, let et bak, poor cookie is taking your place for cooking

Kenji: ok...

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

to be continued



9 - tyson was in the kichen!!!!!!??

~recap~

Kenji: -nods-

Kai: ok, im taking your word for it, let et bak, poor cookie is taking your place for cooking

Kenji: ok...
~~we are bak~~

Kai andKenji: -both get bak to the hotel and the room was full of smoke-

Cookie: sorry kai i wanted to cook, then tyson did

Kai: AND YOU LET HIM??!

Kenji: hahaha that wouldve been a site to see XD

Kai: tyson?

Tyson: - hiding under bed munching on something-  -mouth full- myesh gkai?

Kai: -_-'

Kenji: whered ray go?

Cookie: he said he went out to eat XD i wouldnt blame him

-in the back ground kai is fighting with tyson to get out from underneath the bed-

Kenji: neither would i, o and what did Kai say for you joining back up?

Cookie: ur looking at another female bladebreaker ^^

Kenji: awesome!! i cant believe kai would suck up to you like that XD

Cookie: me neither hehhe so wanna go out to eat?

Kenji: -looks over at kai- yup!! ^^

Kai: TYSONNNNNNN!

Tyson: -finished with the thing he munched on and is now jumping on the beds-



Kenji: o i almost forgot, wheres max?

Max: rite here

-max comes out of a big cloud of smoke-

Max: i got the window opend so the smoke should be out

Tyson: Kenji! ur bed is COOOOOOOONFY!!

Kenji: -whispers in cookies ear- did he find kais... you know whats?

Cookie: i guess so, XD

Kenji: o god... this should be trouble XD

Cookie: after we eat wanna get kai and ray drunk too? XD

Kenji: lol sure

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

to be continued



10 - THE BOYS GET DRUNK!

~recap~

Kenji: o god... this should be trouble XD

Cookie: after we eat wanna get kai and ray drunk too? XD

Kenji: lol sure

~we are back~

-they all eat dinner and ray comes back-

Kenji and Cookie: hehehehehehe

Kai: ??

Ray: uhh..

Tyson: what are you girls plotting?

Max: i think i heard what they were wanting........wasnt it uhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

-the girls glare at max-

Max: ulp... never mind

Kay and Ray: umm ok??

Kenji: kai ray.. wanna drink??

both: coke

Kenji: (thinks: perfect)- goes into the kitchen and grabs two mugs and poors the "coke" into them-

the boys: -take a couple gulps while the girls try not to laugh out loud-

~~~~~~~~~~ a few hours later~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ray: -stumbles over kai while kai is on the ground, rolling around-

Kai: hey watch where your going mond



Ray: its raaaaaaaymond and i am watching where im going -runs into the wall- ow

Kenji: hahahahahahhahahahahaahhahahahaha

Cookie: hey ray?

Ray: huh

Cookie: wheres your cat

Ray: i think kais laying on him

Kai: nu-huh, its a piiiillow hahahah

Ray: -accidentaly runs into the girls and falls over on top of them- i never realized it, but both of ya ae
kinda cuuuuuute hehehe

Cookie: hheheheh
Kenji: i think we got them too drunk XD

Cookie: lol maybe

Ray: im not drunk!!

Kai: -gets on bed and starts jumping on it- weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee -falls off and runs into ray-  owie
>.<

Ray: owwwwww

Cookie: time to go to bed kai and ray

both: no >.<

Kenji: fine them stay up as long as you want ??

boys: nooooooooooooo bed!

Max:?? omg

TYson: -already asleep-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

to be continued

 



11 - THE BOYS GET DRUNK! 2

~recap~

boys: nooooooooooooo bed!

Max:?? omg

TYson: -already asleep-
~~we are bak~~

Ray: -stumbles into the kitchen- +///+ hmm, im hungry

Kai: me tooooooooooooooooooooo

Ray: nu-huh, u just ate

Kai: noooooooooo i didnt, that was my pillow >.<

Kenji: ^///^' umm, im, im not...related to him

Cookie: get to bed boys...i know its kinda creepy, i hope they get better in the morning

boys: -gets into bed- ahh my bed is eating meeeeeeeeeeeeee

Kenji: -_- i hope my kids arent this weird

Cookie: same here

Kai: -falls asleep-

Ray: - also falls asleep-

Kenji: man, lets never get them drunk again!

Cookie: agree

~~~~~~morning~~~~~

Kai: ow... anyone have an asprin, i have a huge headache

Ray: same here....

Kai: wheres my shirt?



Kenji: its in the dryer

Kai: why?

Kenji: because you went downstairs into the indoor pool and jumped in...along with ray, but he took off
his white shirt and swam in his suit

Ray: we did?

Cookie: lol you also called us cute, dont you remember anything that happened last night??

KAi: last thing i remember is drinking some coke....KENJI???!!!

Kenji: -starts to run but ray grabs onto her- cookie HEEEEELPPP! hahaha

KAi: cookies not getitng anywhere either -grabs onto cookies hair and hold onto her shoulders-

Boys: -evil smirk and quiet laugh-

Girls: o nononononononononononoo, o god help!!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

to be continued

 



12 - TALA AND KENJI'S MATCH

~reacp~

KAi: cookies not getitng anywhere either -grabs onto cookies hair and hold onto her shoulders-

Boys: -evil smirk and quiet laugh-

Girls: o nononononononononononoo, o god help!!

~~~~~~~~~we are bak~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ray: kai, find her tickle-ish spot XD i already found your sisters XD

Kenji:- laughing so hard she cant breathe-

Kai: found it hehehehehe -starts tickling cookie-

Cookie: kai no ahhh hahahahhahahaaaaaaa stooooppp!! XD

Kenji and Ray: -both hear kenji's phone ring- -ray lets go of kenji-

Kenji: -answers her phone- hello?

Voice: hey its me, we need to cut the time limit shorter,  lets do our battle tonight instead

Kenji: why such short notice??

Tala: boris said if not tonight, we can say good-bye to our teams...

Kenji: um... ok what time tonight?

Tala: -lowers his voice- 7:00 ok? i have to go, boris found me

Kenji: k.?

Ray: ??

Kenji: brther i have to go here in 20 minutes ok?

Kai: um.. ok? what for?

Kenji: -looks up at him-



Kai: thats all i need... should we go in case??

(some how kai already knew, its probably because he heard her convo with tala)

KenJI; i'll send you a text just in case ok? be prepared for anything

Ray: whats going on?

Cookie: uhhhhhhhhhhhh

Max andTyson: we are going down to the cafetaria

Kai: might be better that way

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~kenji leaves, with kai, ray, and
cookie after her slowely

Kenji: ok, its 7:00.... -looks behind her to see kai and ray up in a tree and cookie down in the bushes-

Tala: -arrives and notices cookie- shall we begin?

Kenji: whenever your ready -takes out her blade and launcher-

Tala: -does the same thing-

Boris: 3,..2,..1,...begin!

TAla and Kenji: LET IT RIPP!

Tala: (thinks: ok, i already kno her moves from her last match with kai....she usually starts out with her
bit-beast, so if i unleash wolborg the same time she unleashes Kogar, it may end up in a tie.. hopefully)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`

to be continued



13 - Sorry everyone

im gonna cut my story time limit short >.< im living with my mom now,....and i have a mom, sister...and
brother who ALL want the computer at the same time.... so..instead of each two weeks, im gonna make
it at least 3-4 weeks, im sorry everyone.... once my sister moves out, ill bring it bak down to 2 weeks...
thank you...later
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